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ABSTRACT
Scott, Karlton Lewis. DMA. The University of Memphis. August 2015.
Musical and Technical Challenges in Selected Vibraphone Works of Ney
Rosauro. Major Professor: Dr. Frank Shaffer.
Current vibraphone performance requires new techniques along with
creative ideas and methods. The intent of this document is to expand the
musical knowledge and ability of the vibraphone student/performer through
identified musical and technical challenges in Ney Rosuaro’s Concerto for
Vibraphone and Orchestra and Brazilian Landscape. A sequential study of these
compositions will provide many of the tools necessary to become a consummate
vibist. A comprehensive examination of dampening, pedaling, unique
techniques, musical concepts and artistic considerations offer options and
possibilities for interpretation. Background information is included to give the
performer conceptual ideas necessary to explore the intent of the composer.
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CHAPTER 1
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Biography of the Composer
Ney Rosauro is considered by many to be a highly original and dynamic
composer who is active on the scene today. Hailing originally from Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil, his career has expanded his influence as a percussionist,
composer and pedagogue to a international audience. Through the use of
elements borrowed from Brazilian folklore, his stylized compositions have
enthralled audiences throughout the world.1
Dr. Rosauro has to his credit more than 100 compositions and method
books. His 9 CD’s have received fervent praise from critics, percussionists and
music lovers alike. His materials and musical scores are now standard literature
in the percussion field. The Concerto for Marimba and Orchestra is an extremely
popular concerto.2 Written in 1986,3 the concerto has been performed over 2,000
times by distinguished orchestras throughout the world.4
As a performer and educator, Dr. Rosauro has performed clinics and
concerts in upwards of 45 countries. Among them are Brazil, Cuba, México,

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!
1. Ney Rosauro, “Ney Rosauro: Percussionist, Composer, Educator,” Ney
Rosauro, accessed September 23, 2014, http://www.neyrosauro.com/index.asp.
2. Ibid.
3. Ney Rosauro, “Concerto for Marimba and Orchestra,” Ney Rosauro, accessed
October 1, 2014, http://www.neyrosauro.com/composition.asp?wid=72.
4. Rosauro, “Ney Rosauro: Percussionist, Composer, Educator.”
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Belgium, Croatia, Spain, France, New Zealand and the USA.5 His performing
experiences also include performances at many of the most prestigious
International Percussion Festivals.6
Born in 1952, Ney Rosauro began his musical studies as an acoustic
guitarist. This was his main instrument for over 10 years. This skill was very
useful as he entered the Universidade de Brasilia where he studied conducting
and composition. While at the University, he developed ability on the double
bass, fulfilling his desire to play an orchestral instrument.7
At the age of 24, he developed an interest in the sound of percussion and
the harmonic possibilities available in some of the instruments. This interest
eventually led him to forego the guitar and double bass to focus on percussion.
In the years following that change, he was awarded a Masters degree from the
Hochschule fur Musik in Wurzburg, Germany. He also received a Doctorate from
the University of Miami.8 During his time in Miami, he became adept in jazz and
computer based composition.9
Upon returning to Brazil, he acted on his desire to share the musical
knowledge he had acquired. The impetus for sharing his knowledge was rooted
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5. Ibid.
6. Ney Rosauro, “Ney Rosauro: Biography,” Ney Rosauro, accessed February 6,
2015, http://www.neyrosauro.com/official.asp.
7. James Lambert, “An Interview with Brazilian Percussionist and Composer Ney
Rosauro,” Percussive Notes 35, no.1 (February 1997): 41.
8. Ibid., 41.
9. Ibid., 42.
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in having grown up in a country that had very few instruments; where many of the
percussionists were self-taught (professional, semi-professional and student).
Many orchestral percussionists were not fully focused on their genre, and
directed more of their attention towards popular music.10
As a composer, a belief in the music he was writing was the driving force
in his continued musical direction. Although percussion works around 1980 were
widely avant-garde and atonal, he continued to hold a great interest in melody
and harmony. This caused him to create works for himself with no concern for
the opinions of others.11 His initial works were composed as a tool to increase his
personal performance level. He developed his approach to mallet playing by
writing his own music. Dr. Rosauro states “in each piece there are many details
that will help develop a student’s four mallet technique.”12
From 1987 until 2000 he directed the Percussion Department at the
Federal University of Santa Maria, RS in Brazil. From 2000 until 2009 he was
director of Percussion Studies at the University of Miami, Florida. Currently, he
works as a freelance artist and composer.13

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10. Ibid., 42.
11. Jeff Moore, “20 Years of the Rosauro Marimba Concerto,” Percussive Notes
44, no. 3 (June 2006): 15, accessed September 18. 2013,
http://publications.pas.org/archive/Jun06/articles/0606.10-15.pdf.
12. Lauren Vogel Weiss, “Ney Rosauro: Composer and Percussionist,”
Percussive Notes 37, no. 5 (October 1999), 59.
13. Rosauro, “Ney Rosauro: Percussionist, Composer, Educator.”
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A Brief History of the Vibraphone
Around 1916, Herman Winterhoff and John C. Deagan were working for
competing companies in the United States. They were seeking to develop a new
instrument. The instrument they birthed is the newest instrument in the history of
mallet instruments. The vibraphone has since become one of the most wellknown mallet instruments in the world.14
Harold Howland states, “It is generally agreed that the vibraphone is a
product of experiments made in the United States between 1916 and 1927.”15
Commencing around 1916, Herman Winterhoff, of the Leedy Manufacturing
Company in Indianapolis, began experimenting with a vox humana; a type of
artificial human voice or tremolo effect. His experiments were performed on the
Leedy Steel Marimbaphone.16 The Steel Marimba was a three-octave instrument
that was in use as a novelty instrument in many vaudeville productions. It
featured thin steel bars suspended over the keybed on tapered felt strips. Mr.
Winterhoff explored many ways to attach a variety of motor driven mechanical
systems to the instrument.17
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14. Hal Trommer, Encyclopedia of Percussion, ed. John H. Beck (New York,
London: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1995), 339-340.
15. Harold Howland, “The Vibraphone: A Summary of Historical Observations
with a Catalog of Selected Solo and Small Ensemble Literature,” Percussionist 14, no. 3
(Summer 1977), under “Vibraphone,” accessed December 20, 2013,
http://www.pas.org/publications/publicationarchives/PercussionistArchives/Summer1977
Percussionist.aspx.
16. Percussive Arts Society,“Leedy Vibraphone,” Percussive Notes, vol. 37, no. 3
(June 1999), accessed January 12, 2014,
http://publications.pas.org/Archive/jun99/articles/99.06.80.pdf.
17. Trommer, Encyclopedia, 339-340.
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The first instrument produced was called the “Vibrato”. It was constructed
with the full two rows of resonators that moved up and down. They moved in an
alternating pattern with each other. At a later time, a different model was
developed and used butterfly fans in the tops of the resonators. The fans moved
in a back and forth, half-circle pattern. Neither model was acceptable due to
excessive noise created by the mechanical movements.18 John C. Deagan
produced another early design around 1920. By replacing the bars on a
glockenspiel with tempered aluminum, and adding a resonator, he created a new
instrument that was named “Celeste Song Bells”.19
Finally, in 1922, Winterhoff attached revolving disks, connected by
spindles, to the upper ends of the resonators. These spindles were connected to
an electric motor (the initial designs used clockwork motors).20 The motor was
able to revolve at varying speeds. This development marked the advent of the
“Vibraphone”.21
There were only 25 vibraphones produced by Leedy between 1924 and
1929. They were very similar to the instruments in use today with one notable
exception: they were produced without a damper mechanism. The damper pedal
was not invented until 1927. William D. “Billy” Gladstone, a musician at New
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18. Gordon B. Peters, The Drummer: Man: A Treatise on Percussion (Wilmette,
Illinois: Kemper-Peters Publications, 1975), 193.
19. Ibid.
!
20. James Holland, Percussion (New York: Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc.,
1978), 165.!
21. Percussive Arts Society,“Leedy Vibraphone,” 80.
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York’s Capitol Theatre, is credited with developing the first damper pedal.22 The
earliest pedals operated in the opposite manner of current damper pedals.
Depressing the pedal would dampen the sound of the instrument.23
Some of the different titles given to this new instrument were attributed to
the drum manufacturers who were producing the instrument. George H. Way of
the Leedy Company christened their version of the instrument a Vibraphone.24 It
wasn’t until 1928 that the J.C. Deagan Company developed a similar instrument
they named a Vibraharp.25
According to Hal Trommer, the Deagan Model 145 “became the basic
design concept for all future instruments of this type.” It featured cord-suspended
bars made of half-inch thick aluminum. The range of the instrument was 3
octaves (f3-f6) and it included a damper pedal. A variable speed motor
completed the design.26
Malletech has recently presented changes to the traditional vibraphone
design. The designers added tunable resonators and “shutter technology” to the
standard vibraphone design. Shutters, as opposed to the traditional rotating
“pulsar fans”, cover the resonators. Malletech states this addition to the

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
22. Ibid., 80.
!
23.!James Holland, Practical Percussion: A Guide to the Instruments and Their
Sources (Maryland: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 2005), 56.
!
!
24. James Blades, Percussion Instruments and Their History, (New York,
Washington: Frederick A Praeger, Inc., 1970), 409.

!
!

25.!Ibid., 80.

!

26.!Trommer, 340.!
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instrument to be the first substantial change in vibraphone development since
1916.27

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!
27.!Mostly Marimba, “Design and Technology: Instruments-Vibraphones,” Mostly
Marimba, accessed September 14, 2014,
https://www.mostlymarimba.com/instruments/vibe-design-a-technology.html.!
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CHAPTER 2
CONCERTO FOR VIBRAPHONE AND ORCHESTRA
The Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra was written in Santa Maria,
RS, Brazil in 1995 and 1996 and is dedicated to the famed international solo
percussionist Evelyn Glennie. In a review of the Vibraphone Concerto, Evelyn
Glennie writes:
Ney Rosauro’s compositional skills simply charm and seduce us.
He did it in his immensely popular Marimba Concerto, and now again in
his new Vibraphone Concerto. This piece is sure to be a winner with
performers and audiences alike world-wide.1
The work was originally written for vibraphone and chamber orchestra and
was premiered with piano reduction during the 1996 Japan Percussion Festival in
Tokyo. It “is written in three movements and has a bridge connecting the last two
movements without pause.”2
When performing the individual movements, keep in mind that Dr.
Rosauro writes music with a lot of feeling as each phrase is performed. Through
performance of his music, students will learn how to play expressively, using
ritardandos and accelerandos. Beauty is a major element in his works. He
believes a lot of keyboard music focuses mainly on notes. As a consequence,
students do not get to explore the splendor of the works.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1. Ney Rosauro, “Reviews: Evelyn Glennie,” Ney Rosauro, accessed September
23, 2013, http://www.neyrosauro.com/reviews.asp.
2. Ney Rosauro. “Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra (or Wind Ensemble),”
Ney Rosauro: Percussionist, Composer, Educator, accessed September 23, 2013,
http://www.neyrosauro.com/composition.asp?wid=74.
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CHAPTER 3
MOVEMENT 1: Recitativo - Allegro
The opening Concerto movement depicts the life struggle of the poor
people in the dry lands of Northeastern Brazil.1 The development of a chromatic
theme2 in the introduction represents a lack of stability, not settling until measure
nine. The use of chromatic ideas gives the music a sense that life is constantly
changing. A desired mood is created through performing in a gentle, sweet style
(dolce and p) with a relaxed, lazy flow. Perform this section of the introduction
slightly out of tempo, taking musical liberties. There is plenty of room to explore
the emotional/musical aspects of each phrase through slight dynamic changes.
Mallet dampening techniques occupy much of the introduction. In some
areas, Rosauro indicates the specific pitches to be muffled. Other sections
require the performer to use musical knowledge and taste in determining where
to eliminate unnecessary ringing of the bars.
Mallet selection is essential to an effective performance. A medium-hard
to hard cord mallet will allow each note to be heard clearly. Vic Firth has
produced “Ney Rosauro” mallets for the vibraphone featuring rattan shafts. This
is the choice of the composer.3

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!
!
!

!

1. Rosauro.com, “Concerto for Vibraphone.”
2. Ibid.

!
3. Vic Firth, “Vic Firth Artist: Ney Rosauro,” Vic Firth, accessed October 13, 2013,
http://www.vicfirth.com/artists/rosauro.php.
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Musical and Technical Considerations
The opening pickup notes may be approached with Touch tone
dampening. When applying this technique, quietly depress the mallet head
against the bar that is ringing. This dampening should happen at the same time
a mallet in the other hand is playing a different note. Keep in mind that these
notes should be played in the center of the bars.4 The node (the point where the
cord travels through the bar) is to be avoided in vibraphone performance. The
node is a dead spot on the bar. The sound produced is not characteristic of the
instrument.
To develop Touch tone dampening, play the following exercise. Keep the
pedal depressed throughout the exercise (appendix B). Begin by playing the first
pitch with the left hand. Practice the exercise in additional keys. During practice,
begin slowly and build up speed as your ability increases. Spend some time
listening to performers applying the various dampening techniques.

Ex. 3.1. Touch tone Dampening Exercises

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!
4. Jerry Tachoir. “Dampening Drills by Jerry Tachoir,” Conn-Selmer Keynotes,
(Conn-Selmer, Inc.): 2, accessed October 16, 2013, http://ws.connselmerarchives/keynotesmagazine/article/?uid=31.
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Additional dampening is indicated by x’s in the musical score. A very
effective method of dampening in measures 4 through 7 is Adjacent-note mallet
dampening. “This technique is for adjacent notes of either a step or a half-step.
The mallet that played the first note will play the next adjacent note and, at the
same time, slide to the previous note that is ringing and dampen it. The object is
to dampen the first note at the same time the second is attacked in one smooth
motion, without hearing the dampening attack.”5
Practice Adjacent-note dampening by playing scales in quarter notes at a
slow tempo. Starting with the C scale using the same mallet throughout, play C.
Move that mallet to D and strike D and quickly slide the mallet head to the left to
dampen C (use a glancing motion). Don’t lift the mallet off of the keyboard when
you slide it. Continue dampening the remaining notes in the same manner. As
you descend the scale, reverse the process. Play the high C and then move the
mallet to B. Strike B and immediately slide the mallet to the right to dampen C.
Hold the pedal down throughout the exercise.
The left hand works independently of the right hand throughout the next
dampening passage. In measure 4, left-hand mallet #1 (appendix C) plays Bb
followed by mallet #2 advancing across the following three ascending 8th notes.
The dampening indication (x) applies to the passing tone F. After mallet #2 plays
G, slide it back over F without lifting it off the bars. Continue this dampening
technique in the same manner for the next 3 measures. Left hand dampening in
measures 12-15 is performed in a similar manner.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!
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5. Ibid.
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Ex. 3.2. Adjacent-note Mallet Dampening, Concerto for Vibraphone
and Orchestra, mm. 4-7
Note the variation on the original melody beginning in measure 9. The
melody is orchestrated an octave higher and in octaves with a slight increase in
dynamics and a steady tempo. Perform the melody rhythms very deliberately,
beginning with the descending stepwise pattern (alternating with the E-natural).
After playing the three pick-up notes (in octaves), slightly increase the tempo
from the opening speed to give the music a sense of forward motion.
A rallentando in measure 15 creates a dramatic feel leading to the coming
fermata, and the descending scale pattern. Just prior to the descending scale
pattern, use Touch tone dampening.6 For smooth, even sound, play the octaves
A-Bb-A with the right hand, immediately damping the Bb’s with the right hand.

Ex. 3.3. Touch tone Dampening, Concerto for Vibraphone and
Orchestra, m. 18
There are a number of musical directions over the next 3 measures that
are crucial to the desired effect. The cadenza must make a statement. Perform
it beginning slowly, and accelerating, finally closing at a slower tempo. Add
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!

!

6.!Ibid.!
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dynamic phrasing (crescendo, decrescendo) to the measure ending at a mezzo
piano dynamic. For a sticking pattern with a jazz character, consider playing this
octatonic scale pattern with a displaced paradiddle sticking (RLLRLRRL). Keep
the right hand on the accidentals while the left hand plays the notes on the
natural bars.

Ex. 3.4. Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra, m. 19
Take note of the breath mark at the end of measure 19. This is the first
pause since the beginning of the work. Silence in music is just as important as
notes. Dampen the ringing notes with the pedal. Allow the music to silently
“breathe” for a moment prior to proceeding.
Molto Lento at measure 20 indicates a very slow tempo. The dots below
the notes indicate the 32nd notes may be performed using a double-stroke
sticking pattern. Alternate sticking is also possible, however, I find the doublestrokes create a more flowing sound. Continue to play double-strokes until the
final quarter note in each pattern (simile). Begin very slowly and consistently at
first, increasing the tempo at the accelerando. As the tempo increases, also
increase the volume. The goal is to build dynamic intensity leading to theme A in
measure 22.

!
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Ex. 3.5. Double Stroke Patterns, Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra,
m. 20
The opening A section (appendix A) begins with an explosive shift to 7/8
with a rhythmic motive subdivided into a 2 + 2 + 3 pattern. This rhythm has been
used by many cultures. Middle Eastern music and Greek folk songs are among
the musical genres that have included this rhythm pattern.7
This pattern is similar in some ways to the opening ostinato in Rosauro’s
first marimba concerto. When performing the marimba concerto, he suggests
using one mallet from each hand for the opening passage. This method allows
for the creation of natural accents and slight musical dynamic changes.8
Applying this preference to the vibraphone concerto, use mallet #2 on F,
followed by C in the right hand with mallet #3. Mallet #2 plays G and mallet #3
performs a double-stroke to complete the measure on B and C. In the second
measure of the two-measure pattern, the left-hand mallet #2 plays F followed by
mallet #3 playing C. The phrase closes with mallet #2 playing G, and mallet #3
playing B. Continue sticking in this manner until just prior to where the primary
melody enters.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!
7.!Mick Berry and Jason Gianni, The Drummers Bible, (Tucson, Arizona: See
Sharp Press, 2004), 118.
!
!
8.!Wan-Chun Liao, “Ney Rosauro's Two Concerti for Marimba and Orchestra:
Analysis, Pedagogy and Artistic Considerations.” Ney Rosauro, (DMA diss., University of
Miami, 2005): 82, accessed October 13, 2013,
http://www.neyrosauro.com/pdfs/article5.pdf.

!
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Ex. 3.6. Sticking Patterns, Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra,
mm. 22-23
It is important to note the modal content used in the section beginning at
measure 22. The use of a lydian scale with a flatted 7th scale step (lydian
dominant) was borrowed from African influences. This mode became an
important element in the style of music called the Baiao.9
Developing the ability to expand and collapse intervals can be
accomplished with an exercise based on the pitches of the concerto. Begin
working with exercise A (double stops). Continue with exercise b to develop the
melodic interval pattern. Perform the following patterns with the left-hand
mallets. Begin slowly and increase the speed as technical proficiency improves.
A

B

Ex. 3.7. Expanding and Collapsing Interval Exercises
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9. Chris McGowan and Ricardo Pessanha, The Brazilian Sound: Samba, Bossa
Nova, and the Popular Music of Brazil, (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1998),
142.
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Add a slight crescendo to the ascending eighth notes at measure 30 (the
entrance of the melody). Decrescendo as the melody descends. As a general
rule, the antecedent/consequent phrase concept should be applied to melodic
content whenever it is applicable (which is throughout most of the concerto). In
this way, the melodies become musical instead of static and lifeless.
Dampening through pedaling is very important at this point. When
pedaling, be aware of sustained notes. Pedaling clears all of the ringing tones.
In some measures harmonies will change but some notes will continue to ring. In
most instances it is not a problem. In others, the phrase must be considered and
options identified.
An excellent example is measure 22. The harmonic content changes on
beat 5. At the same time, F is ringing in the melody. The tied dotted quarter note
in the measure identifies the subdivision. Clipping F in the melody by overpedaling on G in the bass eliminates the desired sustain and decay of the melody
note. In this instance, the harmonic change is quick. The ear does not have a
chance to fully process the dissonance created by B and C (half-step) ringing
together. There is no need to pedal during this measure. However, in the
following ostinato measures the performer should pedal on the subdivisions of 7.
Two options are to pedal on either beats 1, 3, and 5 (subdividing 1-2,1-2,1-2-3)
or beats 1 and 5 (subdividing 1-2-3-4, 1-2-3).

Ex. 3.8. Pedaling, Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra, m. 22
!
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A functional sticking becomes important during the transition at measure
48. Phrasing is defined by the sequential pattern of 5 notes along with the 4/4,
4/4, 3/8 shifting metric pattern. Alternate sticking creates a very consistent sound
and is one option. I find a combination of alternate sticking (using two mallets)
and using all 4 mallets at times is very effective when played with a consistent
sound. The performer should try both ideas and determine what works best.
During this transition, using mallets #2 and #4, place the right hand on the
“white” keys (lower register) and the left hand on the “black” keys (upper
register). Keep your hands on each starting register and use alternating strokes
for each measure within the five-note pattern. Staying on the individual registers
also facilitates movement for the many intervallic leaps that occur (some as large
as a 10th). Pedal the beginning of each 5-note pattern for clarity of sound. A
slight emphasis may be added to the first note of each pattern. The goal is to
transfer a lifeless musical page into an emotional musical performance.

Ex. 3.9. Two-Mallet Alternate Sticking, Concerto for Vibraphone and
Orchestra, mm. 48-49
An additional sticking option has the left-hand mallets remaining on the
upper register. The right-hand mallets remain on the lower register. This sticking
pattern is only functional in measures 48 through 58.
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Ex. 3.10. Sticking Option, Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra, mm.
48-49
Measure 65 requires a number of dampening techniques commencing
with pedaling. Throughout this passage there are a number of sustained notes in
the various contrapuntal lines. One must be aware of these notes and play them
for their full value. Any dampening must take the music into consideration. This
passage begins with the following melodic line:

Ex. 3.11. Flutter-Pedaling, Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra,
mm. 65-66
A triplet pickup outlines a B-minor seven chord. There is no need to pedal
the arpeggio due to the consonant sound of the chord. Flutter-pedaling would be
an effective method to approach the descending triplets in the following measure.
Applying “a half-pedal or flutter-pedal technique might be necessary to execute
the line without a total staccato effect. Flutter-pedaling is accomplished by finding
the point where the damper bar just clears the keys, which should be about halfpedal, and alternating up and down for the fast notes. This technique provides a
somewhat smoother, more legato phrasing of fast notes.”10
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10. Tachoir, Dampening Drills, 2.
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Implement a combination of Slide and Touch tone dampening in the
passage from measures 70-76. Slide dampening “is used primarily in scale-type
passages. A mallet in the hand that is not playing the note merely follows the
playing mallet, dampening as the scale passage is executed. The object is to
dampen a note at the same time that the next note is attacked to make a smooth
line and not hear the dampening taking place.”11
Play the C in measure 70 with mallet #3. When mallet #2 plays the
following B, use mallet #3 to dampen the C with Touch tone dampening. As
mallet #2 plays the A, slide mallet #3 onto the B to stop it from ringing. Mallet #2
then applies Touch tone dampening to the A at the same time that mallet #3
plays the B.

Ex. 3.12. Slide and Touch tone Dampening, Concerto for Vibraphone
and Orchestra, mm. 70, 72, 74, 76
The above counter-melodies begin as an accompaniment to the primary
melody and resemble a type of “call-and-response.” When performing, consider

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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11.!Ibid., 2.!
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adding dynamic contrasts to give the music the sound of a conversation. Use the
contour of the melodic line to determine the dynamic within the written dynamic.
Measure 91 marks the start of the first bridge. This segment of music
chromatically transitions the music down a fifth, returning to F. Prepare for a
number of second inversion chords that can be difficult to perform due to mallet
placement. Use the inner portion of the bars if necessary. Bend the wrists as
needed to accurately strike the bars.
Practicing the following exercise to develop a “feel” for the chromatic,
descending chordal structures. It uses the same chords and therefore the same
angles necessary for accurate performance. Use the wrists to lift off the bars for
each chord. Using the inner edges of the upper register bars (and sometimes
the lower) is an acceptable practice. Be careful to avoid the nodes. Add the C
pedal tone (from measure 95) to the exercise when the pattern is comfortable
and the pitches sound full.
Mallet recovery is imperative when changing chords. Move quickly
between each chord. As soon as the first chord is played, immediately move to
the next paying attention to mallet placement, elbow position and sound.

Ex. 3.13. Bridge Chordal Movement and Mallet Placement Exercise
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Section A’ reprises the pulsing pattern first identified in the initial 7/8
segment. After a short piano interlude the left-hand accompaniment is played an
octave higher than the original, but should be played with the same sticking as
before. Perform the passage quietly, focusing on the coming forte (measure
122). At this point, the main theme returns an octave lower than the original. It is
accompanied by a repetitious motif of minor sevenths and tritones. For proper
balance, perform the right-hand accompaniment one dynamic level lower than
the left hand. The main theme must be clearly heard.
Block chords are introduced at measure 131 with a combination of quartal
harmonies resolving to open and closed triadic structures. Performing the
accents is essential. This section of music is very dramatic and attempts to
make a statement with the thick texture through a combination of the solo and
accompaniment parts. The accents require a snapping wrist motion to pull the
sound out of the instrument. The sound should be strong, even and pleasant,
not heavy and harsh.
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Ex. 3.14. Open Position Chord Structures, Concerto for Vibraphone
and Orchestra, mm. 131-142
Measure 143 introduces a new theme and stylistic content. The texture
thins from the prior half of the movement. As the time signature shifts from 4/4 to
¾, the volume decreases. The vibraphone performs a short “written
improvisation” that allows the performer to explore musicality through melodic
contour. This syncopated segment should be performed lightly. Ornaments
should be damped with the mallet that played the note using dead strokes (where
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the mallet stays on the bar after striking it, stopping the note from ringing).12
Perform a dead stroke on the second pitch of the ornament (G#) with mallet #2.

Ex. 3.15. Ornament Dampening, Concerto for Vibraphone and
Orchestra, m. 150
The pickups to measure 153 can be performed with mallet #3 by adding a
double stroke. Perform a glancing stroke off the G, landing on the A. This
technique is borrowed from a number of jazz vibraphonists, and can be studied in
the book “Velocity Warm-Ups.”13
The following theme (measure 155) opens with hemiola figures. Constant
eighth notes are combined with dotted quarter note type accents in the soprano
voice. This creates a 2:3 hemiola figure. Bring out the sound of the accents to
present the melodic content. The first three pitches of measures 155 and 157
could be performed using what Leigh Stevens has labeled, “Disjunct Double
Lateral” strokes.14 Continue with a “Single Alternating” stroke for the next 2
pitches, and a “Single Independent Inside” stroke (final pitch).15 Play the
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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12.!Ed Saindon, “Sound Development and Four-Mallet Usage for Vibes,”
Percussive Notes vol. 44, no. 5 October 2006: 48, accessed September 7, 2014,
http://publications.pas.org/archive/Oct06/Articles/0610.54-57.pdf.
!
!
13. Charles Dowd, Velocity Warm-Ups: 92 Improvisational Patterns for Jazz
Vibraphone and Marimba (Miami: CPP/Belwin, Inc.), 1985.
!
14.!Leigh Howard Stevens, Method of Movement for Marimba, 3rd ed., (New
Jersey: Keyboard Percussion Publications, 1993), 81.
!
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accented notes (melody notes) dynamically above the moving inner eighth note
lines by lifting mallet #4 higher than the accompaniment mallets. It is important to
consider a sticking that facilitates mallet placement leading to the low F# in
measure 158 (not shown).

Ex. 3.16. Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra, mm. 155-157
To develop the ability to perform the Double Lateral strokes and Single
Independent16 strokes in measures 155-157, practice the following two exercises.
The first focuses on the Disjunct Double Lateral stroke. The second centers on
multiple Independent strokes with mallet #1.

Ex. 3.17. Double Lateral Stroke Exercise

Ex. 3.18. Single Independent Outside Stroke Exercise
Arpeggiated triads constitute the next passage from measures 163-169. A
quick analysis of the patterns will speed comprehension. The challenging
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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element in this segment lies in the octave displacements, which move in contrary
motion with intervals expanding to as much as a two octaves. The specific chord
and inversion, related to each arpeggio, is identified by the measure prior to each
expanding arpeggio (A minor, G major and F major seven). Observe the mezzo
piano start and the accompanying crescendo.
Practice the arpeggiated passage beginning with a 3-pitch pattern, adding
one additional pitch as the kinesthetic feel for each pattern and intervals is
established. Use alternating mallets #2 and #4 to perform the arpeggio. Playing
the last note of each pattern (beat 4) with mallet #4 allows mallet #3 to easily
return to the lower octaves. Mallets #2 and #3 can play the low, F3 octave
pitches prior to each expanding arpeggio.

Ex. 3.19. Arpeggio Exercise based on Measure 164
The performer has a few options for playing the ascending octave pattern
in measure 174. The right-hand mallets can be employed to play the diatonic
octave pattern. The other option is to use a different combination of mallets.
Performing with mallets #2 and #4 or using #2 and #3 create two functional
options. The concern upon arrival at measure 175 is being able to move from
the octave C’s to the low G. Leaving mallet #1 out of the prior ascending note
pattern allows one to position it to easily move to G3 (see example below).
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Measures 175-182 also allow for a number of sticking options. The
performer may play all of the “stem-down” notes with mallet #2. This option frees
the right hand to focus on consistency with the written octaves. Another possible
option has the mallets sharing the work. Use mallet #3 for the lower of the two
notes in each octave. Mallet #3 is now close enough to play some of the “stemdown” pitches. The concern when choosing which option to use is to consider
the musical flow. It should be smooth and the tempo should not vary. The
choice of options will vary by the comfort level of the performer.

Ex. 3.20. Sticking Pattern, Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra, mm.
174-182
A second bridge in measures 183-192 (similar to measures 91-100)
begins the process of bringing the movement to an end. The only difference
between the two bridges is the exclusion of the crescendo in the last 4 bars on
the second bridge. The music peaked (ff) in the first bridge at measure 100.
!
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Following a short passage in 7/8, with the piano recapping the opening
theme (lydian dominant modal content), the vibraphone begins the final push to
the end. Entering on beat 5, choice of sticking can be important to the ease of
performance. Reflect on potential accuracy issues when moving from one
measure to the next. Consider playing each pass with sticking that allows for the
least mallet movement.
Pedal each quarter note in measures 205-208. Ringing together they
create a high level of dissonance that is not desirable for this style work. The
eighth note at the end of each measure is of such a short duration, it is not
necessary to pedal them.

Ex. 3.21. Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra, mm. 204-208
Upon arriving at the final two measures, care should be taken to dampen
the grace note (D) and perform the accent volumes above the inner note
volumes. Think of the subdivision of the 7/8 as 4 and 3. Avoid the tendency to
rush through to the end. Focus on the accents to avoid a frantic sounding close.
Play a more open grace note and perform strong accents in a forte dynamic.
Apply a dead stroke to the grace note with mallet #2 when it is initially struck.
Release the pedal to dampen the final note on beat 3.
!
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Ex. 3.22. Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra, mm. 209-210
The final measure must provide a strong closing that will give the listener
a sense of finality. It must also create a peaked interest in what is to come in the
following movement. The strength of the last 2 measures should not be
understated.
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CHAPTER 4
MOVEMENT 2: Acalanto (Lullaby)
“Acalanto” is the title given the second movement. Acalanto is a Brazilian
folk lullaby sung to children, accompanying their passage into a dream filled
slumber.1 It includes bell sounds created by striking the rattan mallet shaft
against the edge of the bars. Dr. Rosauro states the effect is similar to the sound
of the music boxes used to induce sleep.2 In this movement he introduces two
effect techniques. The first uses the mallet shaft against the inside edge of a bar.
The second uses the butt end of a mallet,“dropped” on the bars to get a different
bell-type sound.
For most of this movement, use a medium-hard to hard mallet to allow the
notes to speak with clarity. The cadenza may be performed with a mallet change
in the left hand. A medium rattan mallet limits the level of brightness and
provides adequate clarity for this application. Experiment with the sound of
different mallets for the melody. It is my experience that various mallet “ends”
produce different levels of bright and dark frequencies.
A stark contrast should be noted between the first and second
movements. This movement requires a relaxed flow, a much lighter touch and
should be performed gently. The performer should consider the stylistic

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!
1. Ney Rosauro, “Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra: Program Notes,” Ney
Rosauro: Percussionist, Composer, Educator, accessed August 8, 2013,
http://www.neyrosauro.com/composition.asp?wid=21.
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2. Ibid.
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differences when approaching this work. Perform in a legato manner throughout
the movement.
Musical and Technical Considerations
The second movement opens with the piano introduction. Note the Meno
Mosso indication at the vibraphone entrance (measure 19). Slow down to the
new tempo. Use the first few measures to solidify the tempo and make a
statement with slight dynamic contrasts within each phrase.
Technical issues begin immediately during the introductory theme
(measure 19). Performing the right-handed bell-tone can be a challenge due to
the height and width of the damper pad on different instruments. A mallet head
that is too large can also create problems with execution. Mallet #4 must be held
almost parallel to the bar to get the proper effect (without accidentally striking the
damper pad). Lightly strike the mallet shaft against the inside edge of the high
E6 (indicated by the “x” note head).

Ex. 4.1. Bell Effect, Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra, m. 19
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Adjacent-note dampening can be very effective when playing each
dampening indication beginning at letter A.3 Mallets #1 and #2 will play the E and
F-double stop. Mallet #2 will then strike E on beat 3 while sliding (without lifting)
to muffle F.

Ex. 4.2. Adjacent-note Dampening, Concerto for Vibraphone and
Orchestra, mm. 19-20
The introductory melody should be performed as a 4-measure phrase,
building in volume and adding a slight decrescendo as the phrase closes. The
introduction closes with Adjacent-note or Touch tone dampening4 with either
mallet #3 or #4, followed by a slight ritardando.

Ex. 4.3. Dampening, Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra, m. 24
Measure 25 begins with a 2-against-3 pattern (eighth notes and quarternote triplets). Perform most of this section with the left hand on the notes below
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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3. Tachoir, Dampening Drills, 2.
4. Ibid.
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mid-staff, and the right hand on the melody (above mid-staff) for consistency of
sound. I suggest playing measure 30 in the following manner due to the difficulty
of consistently striking he bell-tone and the melody notes with the same hand.
Halfway through the measure, mallet #1 plays the low B3 while mallet #3 plays
G-natural. Use mallet #2 for F5 followed by mallet #4 for the bell-tone on E6.
Close the measure with mallet #2 playing E5. Isolate the measure below and
break it down into smaller portions to practice the sticking pattern.

Ex. 4.4. Sticking Pattern, Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra, m. 30
Begin measure 31 with a continuation of the left-hand accompaniment and
melody in the right hand. The note stems pointing down may be played with the
left hand while the notes with stems pointing up are right-hand notes. Three
measures during bars 31 through 38 require creative sticking. The pickups at the
end of measures 31 and 33 may be played with mallet #2 due to the need to play
a consistent bell-tone with mallet #4. End each motive with mallet #3 in
measures 32 and 34. The approach to measure 36 is similar to the prior
discussion on measure 30.
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Ex. 4.5. Sticking Pattern, Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra, mm.
31-32
Hand dampening can be applied in measure 39 and all similar measures.
This application eliminates the dissonance present when half steps are ringing at
the same time. Hand dampening is applied and used primarily in dampening
notes from the bottom register (white notes on piano) up or down a half-step to
the top register (black notes on piano) with the area between the first and second
knuckle of the little finger of the same hand. This technique is effective if the
performer tries for a smooth execution and a complete dampening of the first
note.”5
To apply the technique, strike D at the beginning of the measure with
mallet #4. Using the same mallet, play Eb while pressing the little finger (in the
manner described above) of the right hand against D. Finally, play C using
mallet #3.

Ex. 4.6. Finger Dampening, Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra,
m. 39
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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5. Ibid.
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The left-hand descending chromatic passage (measure 41) cannot easily
be played in the center of the bars. For ease of movement, play the accidental
notes (bars) near the lower edge of the bars, and the natural notes (bars) near
the upper edge. Avoid the node and the bars will speak properly.
Pickups to measure 43 (Transition) provide a contrast for musical interest.
The previous dynamic is forte. The pickup volume is piano, however, note the
crescendo building to mezzo forte. During this passage (measures 43 through
45), the interval of a major 9th (Eb to F) and the awkward angle of the wrist create
a challenge. Consider using a Double Lateral stroke6 to reach F3. Using mallet
#3, play Eb in the center of the bar. With a rotating motion of the hand and lower
arm (in one stroke), play high F with mallet #4.

Ex. 4.7. Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra, mm. 43-44
In his Masters thesis, Austin Barnes suggests a need to use “mallets with
a longer shaft” to facilitate execution of large intervals in this movement.7 Making
the assumption he is speaking of sections similar to the one above, most
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6. Stevens, Method of Movement, 65.
7. Austin Lee Barnes, Analysis of Selected Percussion Literature: Concerto for
Vibraphone and Orchestra by Ney Rosauro, Surface Tension by Dave Hollinden, Urban
Sketches for Percussion Trio by Lon W. Chaffin, Take Five by Paul Desmond, and DT
Supreme by Austin Barnes,” (master’s thesis, Kansas State University, 2012): 11,
accessed August 13, 2013,
http://dspace/bitstream/handle/2097/14141/AustinBarnes2012.pdf?sequence=8.
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perceived interval issues can be easily handled by adjusting sticking, similar to
the method mentioned when preparing the above example.
Once again, mallet dampening is indicated in measure 46. Touch tone
dampening is in order due to the intervallic content. After striking Bb, press the
same mallet used (quietly) against Bb while playing Cb with a different mallet.
The two right-hand pitches left ringing will be Db and Ab. Allow the rallentando
and the natural decay of the instrument to settle the mood before proceeding with
the octave pickups in the melody.

Ex. 4.8. Touch tone Dampening, Concerto for Vibraphone and
Orchestra, mm. 46-47
The next challenge is the cadenza. Overall, add dynamic contour to each
phrase, and focus on accuracy, striking the notes in the middle of the bars.
Consider how a wind player might phrase, breathe and swell as the passage is
performed. There is room for some dynamic contrast within the piano dynamic.
Dr. Rosauro’s Molto Lento (very slow) indication challenges the performer to
keep the music interesting within the confines of a slow tempo.
Playing the right-hand melody with the butt end of the mallet, and getting
the proper sound requires experimentation. Hold the mallet very loosely,
dropping it in a manner similar to a soft stick bounce on a drum. Using a light
toss let go of the mallet and allow it slide through your fingers. This creates a
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natural rebound as the mallet contacts the bar for a very short time. The bar
reacts quickly, and produces an authentic bell sound. The mallet will rebound
back into “ready” position for the next note. Lightly grip the mallet and move to
the next note.
The left-hand mallet is also held very lightly. Consider using a medium or
medium hard mallet to allow the notes to speak clearly without having to lift too
high off the instrument. This mallet must also convincingly attack the forte at the
conclusion of the cadenza. Include antecedent/consequent phrasing when
performing the cadenza.
Moving ahead to the development section at measure 78, I suggest
medium-hard to hard mallets (possibly the same mallets used to open the
movement). This mallet option will allow the performer to effectively play mezzo
piano, and the recapitulation of the material from letter C.
Beginning at measure 78, the E pickup (measure 79) and low A outline a
V-I progression. This leads to measure 82 where descending open and closed
chordal structures move by thirds. The only measure that does not descend in
that manner is 83. Dr. Rosauro adds a suspension (C to B) requiring dampening
(Adjacent-note or Touch tone). With a dynamic of mezzo piano, the vibraphone
holds a secondary role for a moment.

Ex. 4.9. Dampening, Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra, m. 83
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Upon arrival at A’, measure 90 offers an opportunity to explore sticking.
Continue to apply the same sticking pattern when performing the subsequent
measures. Right-hand mallet #4 plays all of the accented melody notes. Righthand mallet #3 plays the highest of the notes with stems pointing downward.
The left-hand mallets #1 and #2 expand and contract to the intervals of a fifth,
sixth and fourth.

Ex. 4.10. Sticking, Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra, mm. 90-93
Note the dynamic change in the accompaniment at measure 90. The
piano is directed to play forte, while the vibraphone remains at a medium soft
dynamic. The vibraphone receives no dynamic direction until pickups to G. Due
to the manner in which the rhythmic content of the vibraphone melody propels
the music (the half-note moving to quarter note triplets), I believe a steady
crescendo gives the feeling of the music building towards the theme at measure
98. At the same time, starting at measure 90, the accompaniment recalls the
second half of the A theme. The accompaniment melody is a gradually rising
theme that reinforces the idea of a slight, steady crescendo.
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Ex. 4.11. Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra, mm. 89-100
The second movement closes with a recapitulation of the theme from
measure 39. Perform the passage in the same manner with one exception.
What was a rallentando in measure 53 is now a poco rallentando (measure 112).
At measure 56 the accompaniment returns to the original tempo (a tempo).
During the tag at measure 115, the accompaniment continues to slow to the end.
This distinction should be made to allow the work to have a feeling of finality the
second time around.
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CHAPTER 5
BRIDGE
The “Bridge” presented in this concerto is a type of development section.
The goal is to connect the second with the third movement. This is accomplished
by chromatic passage through many different keys.
Musical and Technical Considerations
The second movement closes with a somewhat ambiguous melodic tag
revolving around G minor and resolving on the pitch G. The bridge then begins
on G and closes with an E-diminished seventh chord structure. This chord
naturally resolves to an F, which is the opening key of the third movement.
One challenge in the bridge lies in the Molto Lento (translated “much
slowly”) indicated at the start of the bridge. Two beats later is an indication to
crescendo and gradually get faster (cresc. e acell. poco a poco). This crescendo
and steadily increasing tempo continue throughout most of the bridge. Opening
at piano, the dynamic progresses to forte in measure 23.
Make some decisions about what volume and tempo are desired at
different points in the music. For example, break the music into phrases and be
aware of the volume and tempo in each phrase. If you begin with the final
volume and tempo in mind, you will not end up playing too fast too soon. You will
not have an issue with being too loud at the end of the bridge.
The right-hand mallets are responsible for harmonic content. Their
volume must always be softer than the left hand. Use a quick vertical wrist
motion to provide lift off the bars for a crisp sound. In the left hand, consider
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using mallet #2 for most melody notes. Where left-hand intervals drop a third
and below, use mallet #1 to cover the lower pitches. Use a pivot of the arm to
play each note and keep the hand from lifting away from the keyboard.
The bridge closes with a molto rallentando. An Attaca indication is listed
at the close. Attaca means there should be no pause between movements.
There is also a breath mark indicating a break. This creates a question related to
the amount of time one should pause (or not) after the movement.
When a vocalist or wind player responds to a breath mark, it usually
represents a quick pause. This pause is followed by a continuation of the music.
I believe Rosauro has included both indications to direct the performer to simply
allow a “breath” (as in continuing to slow the tempo) and not a large pause.
Pedal on beat one of the third movement.
The main rhythmic content is comprised of a simple polyrhythm. The
right-hand mallets perform the eighth note harmonic content. The left hand is
responsible for the motivic, transitional material. Practice the following exercise
until each pattern is automatic. Record your progress and make sure the
individual rhythms are played evenly. Begin with mallet #3 on top and mallet #2
on the bottom.
a.

Ex. 5.1. Polyrhythm Exercise A
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The next step is to alternate the mallets of the left hand (#1, #2, repeat)
while the right-hand mallets perform the double stops:
b.

Ex. 5.2. Polyrhythm Exercise B
Some performers may find it easier to approach these rhythms from the
standpoint of a quicker left-hand rhythm. Use mallet #2 in the bass and mallets
#3 and #4 for the double stops. Practice slowly until the two rhythms begin to
settle into their proper place.
c.

Ex. 5.3. Polyrhythm Exercise C
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CHAPTER 6
MOVEMENT 3: Vivo - Presto
Dr. Rosauro continues in a programmatic type vein by crafting a third
movement with the intention of creating a musical vision for the listener.
According to Rosauro, his third movement was birthed while he was spending
time “at Ipanema beach in Rio de Janeiro.” He states the music contained in the
movement “depicts the flight of seagulls.” He was also inspired by a “breathtaking
view of the sun setting over the Arpoador rock formations.”1
When listening, it is very easy to visualize seagulls soaring as they float on
air. The beauty of the work is presented in the simple melodies that require
much thought in order to perform in a musically appropriate manner. Many styles
are presented, seamlessly intertwining jazz, classical and Brazilian elements.
The performer should have some understanding of each of the individual styles
for the purpose of proper inflections.
A medium-hard to hard rattan cord mallet will allow the vibraphone to be
heard clearly. With the harder mallets, the vibraphone will sound brighter while
the piano comes through warmer. This contrast is necessary to create a
pleasing sound and appropriate balance.
Musical and Technical Considerations
Dr. Rosauro creates a “static”, dramatic ostinato from the introduction
through repeated compound eighth note figures. Shifting time signatures
phrased in a pattern of ¾, ¾, ¾, 2/4 serve to create interest. Much of the
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1. Ney Rosauro, “Concerto for Vibraphone…”.
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movement is based on compound rhythms. Due to the quick “Vivo” tempo
(quarter note = 158), this constant eighth note pattern is difficult to sustain using
one mallet. The sticking must be adjusted to make the passage accessible and
create the feel of soaring seagulls. To begin measure 1, play the upper octave
F’s in the right hand with mallet #3 and #4 while mallet #2 plays the low F. Mallet
#2 will follow through by striking the next 2 low F’s (use a triple-stroke).
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Ex. 6.1. Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra, m. 1
The opening measures are written with some note stems pointing upward,
while others point downward. One interpretation might call for double stops on F,
giving a heavy, muffled sound to each primary beat. He, quite possibly, desired
a slight emphasis on the first note of each beat (consider the “natural accent”
explanation from movement 1). Looking ahead at the point the opening melody
enters at measure 9, a logical sticking pattern supplies evidence of a RLLRLL
arrangement. Use mallet #3 on the quarter notes (on the beat) and mallet #2 for
the remaining eighth notes in each triplet pattern; continue each phrase in the
same manner.
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Ex. 6.2. Triple Stroke, Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra, mm. 1-4
Once the initial theme enters at measure 9, proceed playing the double
strokes with mallet #2 in the left hand. Mallets #3 and #4 will be employed for the
melodic material. Apply slight dynamic changes to the melody as you follow the
contour of the music. Pay close attention to the phrasing of the melody. Pedal
upon playing each pitch in the melody.

Ex. 6.3. Sticking Patterns, Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra, mm.
9-12
Observe the rhythmic content in measure 22. The final 2 eighth notes in
the melody do not function as a triplet figure. The composer specifically wrote
straight eighth notes, and set the note spacing in a manner that leaves no
question as to his intention. Practice this figure using the subsequent sticking
while pedaling on beats one and three.
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Ex. 6.4. Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra, m. 22!
Approach the passage at measure 25 with creative sticking. Use a
combination of a Double Lateral2 and Single Independent strokes.3 The first beat
(the first and third partials) of measures 25 through 30 may be performed as
double lateral strokes. Double lateral strokes generate an effortless motion
allowing for a continuous musical flow and greater relaxation. Single
independent strokes apply to the additional melody notes. For proper dynamic
balance, the left-hand notes (mallet #2) should be executed at a volume one
level below the right hand. Allow the melody to “swing”.

Ex. 6.5. Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra, mm. 25-32
The medium-soft (mp) dynamic found in measure 33 is essential. The
vibraphone takes on a secondary role while the piano recaps theme B an octave
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2. Stevens, 35.
3. Ibid., 26.
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higher. A continued jazz sensibility is fundamental for proper stylistic
interpretation of this section.
One of the devices used by Dr. Rosauro is driving, energetic open 5ths (or
4ths) in the left hand with melodic material in the right. He uses it to reinforce the
key and create fervor. However, as a performer and educator there is an
additional reason for this inclusion:
While writing the first concerto, his right hand was broken due to an
unfortunate slip. He could not use his right hand for two months. So he
decided rather than halt his practice and composition, that the first
concerto would be composed in a way that focuses on strengthening and
improving his left hand technique. As a result, most of the techniques
used in the first concerto are quite challenging for the left hand. One
example is the single-handed alternating stroke, designed to improve the
left hand’s independence. Another is the Moeller stroke to simply
strengthen the muscles of the left arm. An essential part of this stroke,
and the melody accompanying it in the right hand is a technique
addressed in his beginner-level method book: the simultaneous stroke.
To achieve this, the mallets must strike the bars simultaneously without
creating a flam effect. If the strokes do not occur simultaneously, the
melody and accompanying Moeller stroke will sound choppy and not
intentional. (Liao, 56)
Developing the ability to use Moeller in the left hand is an important
technique. Sanford A. Moeller developed this stroke for use on drums, but it can
be easily adapted to mallets. Using Moeller will make attaining the listed Presto
(quarter note = 182) tempo more accessible. Placing slight accents, based on
the subdivisions of the ostinato, is vital to the feeling of the passage. Pulsing the
subdivisions with the Moeller stroke provides the needed naturally accented
patterns and relaxation.
One of the keys to performing with the Moeller technique is the focus on
wrist and arm motion. The arm must move in a quick up-and-down motion just
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prior to the first note of each eighth note grouping. During this arm motion, the
wrist must be loose and relaxed. It’s similar to how a pitcher throws a ball.
Visualize yourself holding a baseball, slowly lifting it off an imaginary instrument
using your arm (keep your wrist loose). Lift your arm approximately 8-12 inches.
The wrist should be bent downward and the hand is simply loosely hanging.
Quickly snap the arm downward and note what happens to your wrist. If you’re
executing the stroke correctly, the wrist snaps backwards followed by a quick
snap forward, back to rest again. The imaginary ball is propelled quickly towards
the floor. Let the arm lead the stroke!
Try the same stroke with a drumstick and a drum pad. When the stick is
propelled forward, relax and allow it to strike once, returning to a relaxed, limp
wrist position. If you’re holding the stick loosely and properly you will drop it
numerous times when learning. The next step is to strike the drum pad, allowing
the stick to bounce multiple times after the initial hit. Finally, allow the stick to
bounce three times and quickly lift your arm just after the third bounce (as if lifting
on the “and” of three in ¾ time). The arm lift will pick up the wrist and the stick.
Attempt this motion in continuous, consecutive patterns of 3.
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bounce, the stroke must be somewhat modified. However, the arm motion and
relaxed wrist and hand remain the same. Finally, practice with 2 mallets in one
hand in the interval of a 5th. With consistent practice, one will be able to achieve
speed and have another useful tool for musical expression.

Ex. 6.7. Moeller Application, Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra,
mm. 39-42
As open 5ths in the left hand propel the work beginning in measure 39, a
descending chromatic melody is executed in the right hand. Use the inside
edges of the bars for interval angles that are difficult to perform in the center of
the bars. Play in the center of the bars when possible. Focus on the rhythmic
divisions in the left hand. Add slight natural accents to the first note of each
grouping.

Ex. 6.8. Natural Accents, Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra, mm.
43-47
Balance is a crucial element beginning at measure 43. The melodic
content must be emphasized over the accompaniment. As the melody
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descends, slightly decrease the dynamic level. Accomplish this task by lowering
the mallet heights.
A melodic line on the level of C enters at measure 63. Retain the natural
accents in the left hand. The melodic contour easily allows for dynamic shadings
in performance.
Measure 79 marks the return of the bridge leading to a recap of the
melodic content from measure 25. This time a left hand, double stop, variation is
introduced (instead of eighth notes playing inner beats). Accurately placing the
left-hand dotted quarter note rhythms can be rhythmically demanding. The
feeling remains in the jazz vein with a swinging style. Subdivide the melody
notes with the eighth note triplet (1+a 2+a 3+a)(+ is pronounced “and” while a is
pronounced “uh”). The 3rd partial of beat 2 in the right hand falls on the a of the
triplet pattern.
Keep the left-hand rhythms straight, and base the counting on the eighth
note (1+2+3+). The “and” of beat 2 is the location for the second left-hand
double-stop in the middle of measure 87. Be aware the notes are written with the
dotted quarter note falling slightly before the third partial of the eighth note triplet.

Ex. 6.9. Chord Placement, Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra,
mm. 87- 90
In the piano score, the rhythms at measure 105 are written in eighth-note
values. The vibraphone score shows the same rhythms as triplets (in the 1996
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score). The motivic idea is a quote from the first movement (measure 51), which
is written as a strict sixteenth note rhythm. Prior to and following the section at
measure 105, the stylistic content of both the solo and accompaniment are
written straight. It should also be noted that the rhythmic performance of this
work on Rosauro’s recording is straight eighths.4 All of this information leads me
to believe the triplet interpretation may be a misprint. However, there is a
possibility Dr. Rosauro wanted to offer options. I would suggest the performer
listen to many different versions of this work and decide on an interpretation.

Ex. 6.10. Vibraphone Score, Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra,
mm. 105-108

Ex. 6.11. Piano Score, Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra, mm. 105108
Take note that a portion of the motivic idea at measure 104 is repeated at
pickups to measure 107. Perform the first motive at a slightly higher volume than
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4. Ney Rosauro,!Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra, On Ney Rosauro
Landscapes, Ney Rosauro, vibraphone, Orquestra do Theatro San Pedro; Antonio
Carlos Cunha, conductor. Pro Percussau CD 09, 2008.
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the second motivic segment. This action creates a level of interest and variety
during that short segment of the work.
Measure 109 outlines a Bb-minor seventh chord. Perform this passage
double stroking each note. Make a slight dynamic change by beginning slightly
below mezzo forte. As the notes ascend, add a slight crescendo building to the
peak on F. While ascending, one must be aware of clarity of the line. Consider
the choices for dampening. The harmonic content is based solely on one chord.
Flutter-pedaling (half-pedaling) or pedaling at the start of each measure are both
acceptable options.
When tracing the musical contour from measure 109 to 145, it is evident
this segment should follow the antecedent/consequent concept for each phrase
within the whole. View the many phrases as a large musical line due to the
absence of rests. The dynamics follow the contour as the line rises, falls and
progresses higher towards the first peak of the passage (measure 119). It then
works its way back down in intensity only to build again.
The shifting time signatures allow for musical contrasts (¾, ¾, ¾, 2/4).
During the ¾ measures, the notes have an opportunity to build the intensity. The
2/4 measures change the texture by creating statements with notes of longer
values (quarter and half notes). Perform the statements stronger while dropping
in volume when beginning each new eighth note motive. Build the phrase to the
second peak (measure 129) releasing the intensity over the next two measures.
Playing in this manner gives the ascending eighths an opportunity to help shape
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the large phrase. Due to the tempo, it is possible to pedal dampen each quarter
note and dotted quarter notes.

Ex. 6.12. Phrasing, Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra, mm. 109131
Measure 132 is a recap of the theme presented earlier at measure 104. It
should be performed in the same manner as before (straight eighth notes). This
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theme is followed by a slow crescendo from measure 137 to a dynamic peak at
measure 145. Allow the music to “percolate” slowly as you proceed.
Exploring different stickings from measure 136-139 can produce various
outcomes. Looking ahead to the interval of a 12th in measure 140, the desired
sticking from measure 136 will allow the left-hand mallet #2 to strike the low C
while the right-hand mallet #4 plays G above the staff. In order to end on the
proper pitches with the easiest sticking option, begin the pickup notes striking the
grace note F lightly with mallet #2. Apply a dead stroke5 by holding mallet #2
against F (the grace note). Use mallet #3 to play the G. Follow with mallet #2
playing the Eb on beat 2. Adding a double left with mallet #2 between Bb and
Ab. This one double stroke allows the rest of the passage to be played with
alternate sticking without crossing mallets.

Ex. 6.13. Double Sticking, Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra, mm.
137-140
The first of 3 cadenzas provides a recapitulation of various materials and
devices. Ringing high F’s at the onset are reminders of bell sounds from the
second movement. Using mallet #3 for the repeated F’s keeps the unused mallet
out of the way of the left-hand melody. Mallet #4 can then be held at a resting

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5. Saindon, 48.
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interval while mallet #3 can remain relaxed to control the dynamic (ppp) and the
crescendo.

Ex. 6.14. Cadenza, Vivo, Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra
When the melody figure enters in the left hand, one is reminded of the
chromatic melodies from the introduction of the work along with the descending
chromatic bridge sections from the first movement. Arriving at the second
cadenza, Lento, the motives return from the piano accompaniment figures (from
the opening of the second movement) with the Impressionistic, planing triplet
figures and eighth note arpeggiated chord outlines.

Ex. 6.15. Cadenza, Lento, Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra
The third cadenza, Presto, is a reminder of the unstable chromatic
opening of the first movement. Triplet pattern sticking is borrowed from the
opening of the third movement. This cadenza acts a transitional section through
the use of chromaticism and stepwise motion. Beginning each descending line
with a pp dynamic, and building to forte (the first 2 passes) and fortissimo is
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important for interest and intensity. The final ascending structure closes with a
rallentando, gradually decreasing in volume. A very faint utterance is finally
made, climaxing on a high F. Flutter-pedaling is effective to cut down on the
dissonances created by all of the pitches running together.

Ex. 6.16. Cadenza, Presto, Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra
“Vigoroso” marks the closing of the cadenza. It is performed at a medium
volume; however, the volume increases along with the tempo (accelerando).
The complete passage is based on sequential material. Measure 188 is
displaced by an octave in the following measure. The same holds true for
measure 190 except the sequences shift to the first 5 notes of measure 188.
Measure 192 suddenly grows quiet (subito piano) with a crescendo on beat 4.
After the fermata (high D), the performer is called on to complete the next short
segment freely. Allow the ringing D a moment to decay and begin the octatonic
scale at the same volume level as the decaying pitch.
A suggested method for added musical impact to the octatonic scale is to
begin slowly and increase the speed and volume until the rallentando. Make a
conscious attempt to play the final fermata at lower volume than measure 195.
The musical peak of this segment should occur at measure 193. By doing this,
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you allow the final two fermatas to lead into the recap of section B at a medium
volume.
To improve the musical flow, begin each 5 or 7 note pattern with the right
hand. Which ever hand plays the notes on the upper register of the instrument
(the “black” keys) should be moved in a position over the upper register to
eliminate the mallets striking each other.

Ex. 6.17. Sticking and Dynamic Contrasts, Concerto for Vibraphone
and Orchestra, mm. 188-194
When the performer begins measure 195, the style, tempo, time signature
and intensity are all modified. Driving, pulsing, left-hand eighth notes in ¾ time,
facilitated by the Moeller technique, return at this point. Rosauro’s choice of this
pattern denotes a strong push towards the close of the work. Following
descending chromatic thirds in the accompaniment (similar to measure 43 in the
solo part but based on C-lydian dominant mode), the original third movement
melody enters (measure 215). With the combination of hemiola figures and a
quick tempo, interspersed with shifting time signatures, the difficulty of the work
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is increased. When performing this segment, produce relaxed musical phrases.
Follow the contour of the melodic line. Playing in the center of the bars on the
upper register of the instrument is very difficult. Play the upper notes in question
on the inside edge of the upper bars. The level of motion and twisting of the wrist
will be greatly decreased.

Ex. 6.18. Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra, mm. 215-218
A coda closes the work with descending and ascending arpeggiated
structures. Combining two tetrachords create the basis for each flurry. These
tertrachords are based on a diminished scale. It should be noted this passage is
a chromatic transition, descending by half steps.

Ex. 6.19. Dynamics, Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra, mm. 247250
Even though the melodic movement begins in a downward direction, the
dynamic states the work is to crescendo slowly for many measures. When
performing, place a slight emphasis on the strong beats in each measure. This
closing attempts to display technical ability one final time.
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Dampening can be applied using a flutter-pedaling technique. An
additional option would be to pedal dampen the start of each measure.
Additional options are possible based on the decision of the performer.
Remember the ultimate goal of clarity when making a decision.
This concerto closes with a chromatic scale on the level of F. The volume
is ff (Fortissimo) as the scale ascends the complete three-octave range of the
instrument (assuming one is playing a three-octave instrument). Because high
pitches cut through due to their natural sound frequency, a large crescendo is not
necessary as the line ascends. A slight crescendo is more appropriate. Be
aware of the sudden drop to piano, and the following crescendo. The final two
16th notes must be played loudly and in time with the piano for a satisfying
closing.
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CHAPTER 7
BRAZILIAN LANDSCAPE
Brazilian Landscape is a 4-mallet, unaccompanied vibraphone solo by
Ney Rosauro. The work is part of a two-part collection titled “Two Reflections:
Concert Pieces for Solo Vibraphone”. It has been arranged in two versions. One
is written for a standard 3-octave F vibraphone. The second version is adapted
for a 3.5 octave instrument (down to low C).
Dr. Rosauro states:
Brazilian Landscape is a fantasy that depicts a musical journey
through Brazil. Starting with a very soft lento motive, the work increasing
tension. After reaching its climax the theme returns with to the same very
soft lento motive from the beginning. This work is essentially a transcribed
version of an improvisation that I commonly played on concerts for over
ten years.1
There are only a few differences between the two versions. In the 3.5
octave version, the rattan shaft of mallet #1 is occasionally used for a percussive
effect, striking the outside edge of the low C. As in the Concerto for Vibraphone,
the composer is likely mimicking the sound of a traditional Brazilian instrument.
The other difference is the occasional use of notes down to low C.

Ex. 7.1. Brazilian Landscape, m. 18 (F version)
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1. Ney Rosuaro, “Two Reflections for Solo Vibraphone (Brazilian Landscape and
Reflections on the New World.” Ney Rosauro: Percussionist, Composer, Educator,
accessed September 18, 2013, http://www.neyrosauro.com/composition.asp?wid=14.
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Ex. 7.2. Brazilian Landscape, m. 18 (Low C version)
When comparing the two versions, in some measures, complete chord
structures have been deleted in favor of partial chords and single note lines.
These changes allow the use of the full range of the extended range vibraphone.
The changes are small, but they offer slightly different challenges through
extended mallet movement along with pitch and rhythm accuracy.

Ex. 7.3. Brazilian Landscape, m. 70 (F version)

Ex. 7.4. Brazilian Landscape, m. 70 (Low C version)
If one has the option of the extended range instrument, I would
recommend attempting that version. The primary focus of this document will be
on the 3-octave version (occasionally referring to the 3.5-octave version to clarify
potential issues). This work is also an excellent source for studying the role of
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solo vibraphone in jazz performance. Melody, harmony and a bass line being
performed at the same time are fundamental to jazz playing.
This work is based on the rhythms of northern Brazil. The earliest origins
are tied to a northeastern circle dance of African origin. Luis Gonzaga borrowed
elements from this dance, writing and recording a work named “Baiao”. This title
became the name of the entire musical genre.2
The Baiao rhythm is immediately evident from the start of the introduction
through a combination of the constant driving bass line and integrated melody.
Preparation and practice of the Baiao rhythm is necessary for proper
performance. The rhythmic content is based on a 2/4 sixteenth-note pattern.
The first, fourth and seventh notes are accented to achieve the following pattern:

Ex.7.5. Basic Baiao Rhythmic Content
For practice, there are a number of metronomes and metronome apps that
will play a basic Baiao type pattern. Listen to the pattern and then play along,
lining up the left-hand bass line with the metronome beat pattern. The “feel” can
be additionally achieved by listening to Baiao artists such as Gonzaga.
The work itself is largely homophonic and much of it incorporating
chromatic bass movement. Most of the harmonic content is provided by the left
hand while the right is free to play melodies, some of which sound like

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2. McGowan and Pessanha, The Brazilian Sound, 141-142.
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improvised lines. With the addition of the Baiao styling and other syncopated
rhythms, this work is both challenging and fun.
Preparatory Exercises
Hand strengthening exercises will help with the performance of Brazilian
Landscape. Begin by practicing Example A at least 8 times without stopping.
Increase the speed when possible. Change the sticking order for greater facility
(begin with mallet #1 followed by #3, #2 and #4). Advance to B and perform in
the same manner as A. Exercise C will expand technique by adding 8th note
rhythmic content. Repeat as many times as needed at a tempo that is attainable.
The goal is to play each note at the same level of intensity. Increase the speed
as the consistency improves. Create additional rhythms for each mallet.
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Ex. 7.6. Technique Studies A thorough C
The following exercises incorporate one mallet in each hand. When
practicing study D, I suggest beginning with mallet #1 in the bass clef, and mallet
#3 in the treble clef. Switch to mallet #2 in the bass clef and #4 in the treble clef.
Expand to using #1 and #4 followed by #2 and #3. Repeat at least 8 times
without stopping.
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Ex. 7.7. Technique Study D
When playing study E, begin with mallets 2 and 4. Play all notes with
those mallets except the G-sharps. Play the G-sharps with mallets #1 and #3.
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Ex. 7.8. Technique Study E
Return to Brazilian Landscape and practice any measures that can be
played with one mallet on multiple notes without alternating. Use the left-hand
mallets to play all of the notes with note stems pointing downward. It will take
some practice to develop the technique, but it will be well worth the effort.
Moving bass lines are important throughout the “Landscape”. This
exercise will assist the performer in developing the expanding and contracting
left-hand interval through half step progressions. Begin with eighth note patterns
first.

Mallet #1 moves while mallet #2 remains on the C (mallet #2 should not

move from its position over the bar). When the movement and interval changes
become natural, add dotted rhythms (dotted eighth-sixteenth notes). Move the
left elbow away from the body to play the upper register notes with mallet #1.
Expand up by one half step to include a Bb.
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Ex. 7.9. Technique Study, Chromatic Bass Passages
Elbow movement should be a consideration when seeking accuracy.
Many times a performer will focus on mallet position. Due to the constant motion
in this work, elbow position may be considered when moving mallets. The
position of the elbow determines mallet placement. Think of leading with the
elbow as opposed to leading with wrist or arm. The elbow motion is necessary to
get the mallets to where they need to go. For example, moving the elbow into
the body dictates the need to play notes closer to the performer (natural register).
Moving the elbow forward and to the left moves the hand in position to play notes
in the lower portion of the upper register (sharps and flats). This elbow position
is also used for intervals with mallet #1 playing the upper register while mallet #2
is playing a natural note on the lower register. Isolate the left-hand patterns and
practice them with elbow positions in mind.
The interval of a 6th plays a large role in the “Landscape”. Practice the
following exercises with the goal of playing with speed and accuracy. The sixth
is the first expanded interval beyond what Dr. Rosauro calls the “Zero Position”.3
Using one hand, work through very slowly until the exercises become relaxed
and natural. Use a wrist motion and hold the mallets at the interval of a 6th
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3. Rosauro, Ney, “Ney Rosauro: Extended Cross Grip Lesson Series,” Vic Firth
Artist: Ney Rosauro, accessed October 16, 2013,
http://www.vicfirth.com/education/keyboard/rosauro.php.
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throughout. Much of the performance of vibraphone playing is kinesthetic. Try
feeling the motion as you change pitches. Increase the speed as you develop
accuracy and comfort with each exercise.

Ex. 7.10. Technique Studies - Interval of a 6th
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Musical and Technical Considerations
Mallet choice must be an initial consideration when performing this work.
With an opening glissando covering the range from f3 down to F, a mallet that
will speak in the highest and lowest ranges of the instrument is necessary. As a
general mallet choice, the composer recommends a combination of the Ney
Rosauro model M225 in the bass (one mallet), and three M226 mallets when
performing on an extended range instrument.4 When performing on a 3-octave
instrument, the same mallets are acceptable. Use four M226 mallets if the
performer believes a M225 is too soft and does not allow the lowest notes of the
3-octave instrument to speak clearly.
The opening glissando begins at a medium volume (mf). Wait until the
glissando volume decreases to the level of the opening note of the ostinato
pattern. Proceed extremely quietly (pp) while slowly getting louder, and
accelerating poco a poco (little by little). Be aware of the dynamic changes in the
beginning. Use a pianissimo mallet height (one inch or less) gradually increasing
the distance from the bars as the volume increases.
Subdivide using sixteenth notes when performing the dotted eighthsixteenth rhythms. Be careful and do not allow this rhythm to fall into a triplet
feel. The Baiao requires the correct feel that can only be achieved with correct
rhythmic content.
To assist with the rhythmic performance of the independent parts playing
at the same time, explore the content when both lines are combined. In the
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4. Ney Rosauro, “Brazilian Landscape,” Ney Rosauro, accessed September 23,
2013, http://www.neyrosauro.com/video.asp?vnum=2l.
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example below, the two parts together create a simple rhythm pattern. This
technique can be applied throughout the work.

Ex. 7.11. Rhythmic Content, Brazilian Landscape, mm. 2-3

Ex. 7.12. Rhythmic Content Realized, Brazilian Landscape, mm. 2-3
The first 8 measures (after the glissando) are split into four 2 measure
motives. During this segment, there are a number of opportunities to explore
sticking options. Two options stand out. The first begins with mallet #1 and #2
performing the bass lines (note stems down). The melody notes can be
performed with mallet #3. Due to the close proximity of the melody notes, it
becomes difficult to use mallet #4 for any note. The second option uses the lefthand mallets for the bass and mallet #3 moves to the melody line for C’s and
some D’s. Keep in mind the melody notes (when present) must be heard over
the accompaniment. Proper balance is always a consideration when preparing a
work.

Ex. 7.13. Sticking Option #1, Brazilian Landscape, m. 3
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Ex. 7.14. Sticking Option #2, Brazilian Landscape, m. 3
Beginning with measure 10, the phrases expand to 4 measures and the
dynamic continues to increase slightly (mezzo piano) from the piano at measure
7. The sempre indication signals the performer to crescendo and increase the
speed in the same manner as the prior segment. At the same time mallet #4 is
called on to perform an introductory theme. Lift the mallets slightly between each
note to facilitate rhythmic accuracy. Use the left hand for the lower notes while
the right-hand mallets cover the melodic lines.

Ex. 7.15. Phrasing, Brazilian Landscape, mm. 10-13
By measure 18, the tempo for the main body of the work is set. Quarter
note = 96 -104 (Allegro - Tempo di Baiao) signifies the correct tempo for the
Baiao. Remembering the Baiao was developed as a dance, the set tempo
should have the appropriate feel. The initial motive returns (measures 18-22) as
a transition to section A.
Grace note ornamentation is introduced for the first time in the pickup to
theme A at measure 23. As a contemporary work, performance practice would
dictate grace notes should be performed just before the beat (not in the manner
!
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of an appoggiatura). Having a grace note in the melody dictates that mallet #2
plays the grace note. It should then quickly return to the lower octave so mallet
#1 can play the low G.
Play most of the melody notes with mallet #4. The third space C’s can be
played with mallet #3. Try adding mallet #3 when dropping down to play the first
line E and the following descending diatonic pattern. Playing the final note (C)
with mallet #2 allows the right hand time to move back into place for the following
fifth line F.

Ex. 7.16. Sticking Option, Brazilian Landscape, mm. 23-24
Combining sixteenth-note rhythms and triplets can be a challenge. One
method for approaching these measures is to play a quarter note triplet pattern
with the right hand. As you play the right-hand pitches, sing the dotted-sixteenth
rhythm. At some point you will begin to hear how they fit together. When you
begin to hear the rhythmic content, add the left-hand rhythms on one pitch.
Finally, perform the pattern as written.
Measure 23 is performed at a medium volume. Be aware of the balance
between the two hands. The melody should always be clearly above the volume
of the accompaniment.
Perform the left-hand passage in measure 30 with a slight crescendo as
the melodic line rises. Decrescendo as it descends. Pedaling should happen at
!
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the beginning of the measure and on beat 3. The performer may choose to apply
Adjacent-note dampening5 techniques to pitches in the triplet.
The next segment from measures 31-33 features the Baiao pattern in the
left hand. Practice the left hand alone until the pivoting arm motion becomes
fluid. A suggested sticking for the passage is mallet #1, #2, #2. This pattern
repeats itself, stepping down one step at the start of each measure. However, the
interval between mallets remains a perfect 5th throughout.
The intervals in the right hand all span a major or minor 6th. Set the
mallets in the right hand at that interval and dynamically build the phrase as it
ascends. Get quieter as it descends. Using a wrist stroke greatly increases the
accuracy and tone of the pitches in the melody.
Pay special attention to the 16th note pickups in measures 32 and 33. A
slight emphasis should be placed on the second of the two notes. The second
note should not be quieter. The idea is similar to performing double strokes on a
snare drum. The tendency in the early years is to allow the second stroke to be
lighter and bounce. This gives an uneven sound to the roll. The same idea
applies in measures 102 and 103. Use the pedal to dampen the tones in each
measure on beats 1 and 3.

Ex. 7.17. Melody in 6ths and Pickup Notes, Brazilian Landscape, mm. 3134
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5. Tachoir, 2.
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This passage above can also be a performance challenge. Use a
metronome that plays the clave pattern similar to the left hand (a 2-3 Bossa Nova
pattern is also acceptable). Sing the right-hand part to the metronome clicks.
Perform the right hand with the metronome playing. Note the spacing between
the parts.
A chromatic ornament appears and reappears at various points
throughout the work. When playing the chromatic pitch (A#) in measure 38, use
a dead stroke.6 This eliminates the dissonance present when the three half steps
are ringing together.
Some thought must go into the approach to theme C in measures 42 and
43. Take note of the rests and be aware when notes are ringing. By pedal
dampening on beat 1, and again on beat 3, the half note is allowed to ring for its
full value. Adding the pedal on beat 3 allows the G# to ring alone eliminating the
dissonance between the melody G and the accompaniment G#. Releasing the
pedal is necessary on beat 4 to accommodate the quarter rest on beat 4. Leave
the pedal up on the last 4 sixteenth notes.
The following measure (43) may be pedaled in the same manner, on
beats 1, 3 and dampening on 4. While completing measure 42, close the lefthand mallets to the interval of a third to prepare for the A on beat 1 of the
following measure.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6. Saindon, 54.
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Ex. 7.18. Sticking, Brazilian Landscape, mm. 42-43

Ex. 7.19. Pedaling, Brazilian Landscape, mm. 42-43
The left-hand interval should continue to change between perfect and
diminished fourths along with a few thirds. Focus on the physical spacing of the
interval spread between the mallets. If the spread is correct, the second note of
each dotted or syncopated rhythm will land on the proper bar. In order to avoid
extreme wrist angles and excessive movement in the left hand, play the upper
register bars near the edges.
The ornaments found in measures 45-48 should be performed just prior to
the “and” of beat 2 or 4. Play the bass line with mallet #1 and #2, the ornaments
with mallets #2 and #3 and the upper melody with mallet #4. Pedal on beats 1
and 3 while playing a gradual crescendo. Use the dead stroke7 technique in the
same manner as in measure 38.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7. Ibid.
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Ex. 7.20. Ornaments, Brazilian Landscape, mm. 45-48
Measure 50 introduces a new theme. The pianissimo dynamic is
extremely important for contrast. Most of the melodic content is easy to play with
mallet #4. Mallet #3 can be added to play the G in measure 51 with a simple
rotation of the arm.
Be aware of the rhythmic content of the left hand in measures 54-56.
Differentiate between the straight eighth note rhythms and the dotted rhythms.
Crescendo into the 3-bar transition at measure 57.
Measure 60 introduces a pickup note with a grace note ornament,
followed by a whole note. Allow the whole note to ring as the block chords are
played. The only dampening necessary throughout this measure or the similar
rhythmic pattern two measures later happens just prior to the Bb major seven
(harmonic change).
The pattern in measure 61 is a “blues” type fill. It should be played
relaxed as if it were an improvised idea (remembering the composer created this
work from improvisations). Appropriate sticking calls for using the right-hand
mallets (#3 and #4), spaced a fourth apart, for the double stops and the G
natural. Mallet #2 is used for the upper register grace notes and the following
Bb’s. The sticking pattern is similar to a right-hand Flam Accent #1 with the
addition of a double stop in the right hand (right-hand Flam, L, R). Allow mallet
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#2 to bounce for the correct feel. Pay attention to the right hand pivot toward
mallet #3 when moving to play the G. There may be a tendency to accidentally
play double-stops by striking C at the same time as G.

Ex. 7.21. Blues “Lick” Sticking, Brazilian Landscape, m. 61
A written improvisation continues with pickups to measure 65. Make it
musical by studying the phrasing of vibists such as Milt Jackson and Stefon
Harris. They are different in their approaches, but use dynamics to a large
degree when shaping their improvisations. As a general rule, continue to
crescendo as the phrase ascends and decrescendo as it descends. For ease of
performance, use mallet #4 for all of the improvisatory lines.
The improvisation section offers specific dampening challenges.
Beginning at measure 60, there are sustained notes in numerous measures
falling on the and of 4. Instead of attempting to pedal on beat 1, pedal just prior
to the last sixteenth note in these syncopated measures.

Ex. 7.22. Pedal Dampening, Brazilian Landscape, mm. 65-66
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Descending octaves create a challenge for accuracy beginning at
measure 70. The A minor seven to Bb major seven are complete 4-note block
chord structures. The vibist is then called on to leap an octave to reach octave
F’s. There are a few methods that can be employed for this. Play the octaves
with the right-hand mallets only, or play them with mallets #2 and #4 (or #2 and
#3). Either manner the performer chooses must enable accuracy and ample time
to return to the following measure with block chords.
Note the pedal indications throughout this passage (measures 70-77).
Play the rhythmic measures in the same manner as the prior comments on
measure 60. Dampen prior to the final 16th note (the Bb major seven or G minor
seven), keeping the pedal depressed through each sequence of 3 descending
double stops.
Measure 77 includes staccato notes as the ascending line decreases in
volume. Use dead strokes for the proper sound on the staccato notes. The
desired effect eliminates any extra ringing of the bars.
The necessary sound for the bridge at measure 78 to 81 can be realized
by flutter-pedaling.8 The slur indication with staccato notes can be interpreted a
number of ways. I choose to interpret them in this instance by playing each note
in a manner that allows them to ring some, but a legato sound should be
avoided.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8. Tachoir, 2.
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Ex. 7.23. Flutter-Pedaling Passage, Brazilian Landscape, m. 78
The bridge continues with a familiar harmonic idea. Alternating between
Bb-seven and A-minor seven chord structures, the music peaks in measure 85
with a fortissimo dynamic on a diminished seventh chord at the fermata. This
chord is then arpeggiated with double strokes, and is expanded the full range of
the instrument through octave displacement.
Dynamic and tempo shifts are very evident throughout. Gradually get
softer beginning on the 3rd set of eighth notes (measure 86) and add a grand
rallentando leading to a soft f3. Allow the F to decay (along with the other
pitches) before proceeding. This space gives the music a moment to settle prior
to the accented forte and subsequent subito piano.
After a short recapitulation of the introduction (this time in tempo), the
work repeats theme A (A’). The material is similar except for the addition of a
crescendo in measure 100 that builds to a forte dynamic. A transition returns
(measure 108) and gradually decreases in volume from forte to mezzo forte. At
the same time slow the tempo to an eventual adagio.
Upon arrival at measure 112, begin practice by isolating the left-hand
notes (bass line) until the pattern is clear, comfortable and consistent. Alternate
the left-hand mallets to perform the left hand passages. Leaving the mallets in
the interval of a 5th will give the ability to move with a constant, relaxed flowing
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motion. The ultimate goal is to make smooth movements, ascending and
descending, while simply rotating the arm to operate the mallets. Arm rotation
and elbow motion will make the passage much more musical and easier to
perform. The right-hand mallets should use the edges of the bars for the upper
register notes to avoid extreme twisting of the wrist. The pedal dampens on
beats 1 and 3, corresponding with the harmonic changes.

Ex. 7.24. Zero Position Bass line Motion, Brazilian Landscape, mm.
112-114
A final recap of the transition appears at bar 119. This time the tempo is
slower (slowing) and getting softer in volume. The rall. molto indication allows
the music to breathe as it moves to the coda at measure 122.
A coda closes the work in a very calm manner. The music is to be played
at a quiet volume (p) with a flowing, rubato feel. Note that the coda requires a
gradual slowing (rall. sempre), and the use of Touch tone mallet dampening in
measure 125. Note the rhythmic difference (from earlier passages) in the melody
line in measure 124.

Ex. 7.25. Touch tone Dampening, Brazilian Landscape, m. 125
!
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Cover the full range of the instrument (3 octave) with a glissando. Allow
the glissando a short time to decay prior to moving on. Pedaling is needed when
moving to the C13 chord to eliminate the sound of the decaying glissando.
Rosauro chose to close the work with a bell sound effect. To perform the
effect, hold a mallet vertical to the bar and drop it. Allow the mallet to bounce up
thorough your fingers (gripping as the mallet returns), and immediately cup the
opposite hand approximately 6 inches above the struck C. Quickly raise and
lower the hand to simulate a tremolo sound, gradually slowing the hand motion
as the pitch decays. This is a very unique ending and a grand way to celebrate
the music of Brazil.
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Summary
Ney Rosauro’s Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra and Brazilian
Landscape hold an important place in the body of vibraphone literature. They
represent music that is both enjoyable to play and listen to. At the same time,
these are works that have accomplished Dr. Rosauro’s goal of teaching
technique and musicianship to the vibraphone student/performer. There are
numerous elements throughout that assist the performer in understanding music
at a deeper level.
Beginning with the biography, the background information provides the
vibraphone player with information that opens the door to some of the thought
processes of the composer. Having composed so many works, Dr. Rosauro has
a track record that points to a desire to educate and inspire. His music has
become popular for a reason. It is easily accessible to audiences and performers
alike.
From a technical standpoint, with so much musical material to draw from,
the student of these works can develop 4-mallet technique by isolating small
segments of these compositions to create exercises that help broaden the facility
necessary for performance. The many exercises incorporated into this document
to assist with technical development were created from the actual literature. As a
result, the time spent practicing technique is totally focused on the final product.
Dampening plays a large role in vibraphone performance. Dr. Rosauro
has indicated some areas where dampening is necessary. There are many
areas where dampening is not specifically called for, but close observation gives
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the performer an opportunity to make musical choices. Interspersed throughout
the body of the paper are 10 different dampening techniques that will prove very
useful. These techniques run the gamut encompassing mallet, pedal and hand
dampening. Every vibist should be versed in the many techniques available to
increase their artistry.
Options for sticking are presented in areas where the musical flow is
important. Sticking choices, as every mallet player knows, are crucial to a
seamless performance. At times the sticking was chosen for musical and/or
stylistic flow. In other instances, sticking is indicated to offer options that promote
ease of movement from one pitch to another.
When preparing individual sections, the traditional wisdom for working
through technical passages is to play the complete passage slowly and increase
the tempo as accuracy and ability improves. The approach covered in this
document suggests the student should consider breaking segments into small
groupings. Comprehension and facility will improve quickly due to the focus on
kinesthetic learning covering smaller portions of material. The center of attention
can then also include proper mallet position on the bars, elbow position, quality
tone and dynamic phrasing.
Some of the most challenging elements in these works are related to the
need to constantly focus on musical and/or technical aspects. Every phrase
must be evaluated using musical knowledge and taste. Some areas require
finesse along with technical ability. Other sections call for artistic input of the
performer when interpreting a specific passage. Every phrase requires the vibist
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to interject him or herself into the music. Any initial preparation of the music must
be guided by a study of background material. A musician who understands the
viewpoint of the composer may then add the appropriate aesthetic elements. At
that point, one is ready to present a quality performance.
Some elements of the Baiao can be identified upon close analysis of each
work. Lydian dominant modal content appears in numerous areas of the
concerto. The Baiao clave pattern forms much of the rhythmic content of
Brazilian Landscape. These tonalities and rhythms can be tied to Northern
Brazil.
Learning to play a musical phrase is the beginning of the process of
presenting beautiful music. The Concerto for Vibraphone and Orchestra and
Brazilian Landscape provide content to give the performer skills that can be
easily transferred to other works. They also allow for a level of individual
interpretation and personal creative investment. If one chooses to learn to play
quality music in the style of the Brazilian folksong, these works are an important
beginning.
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APPENDIX A
Formal Structures with Selected Modal Content*
Movement I – Concerto for Vibraphone – Form ABACA
Introduction (mm. 1-21)
Theme:
Introduction
Key:
C major
Measures: 1-18

Cadenza
Octatonic Scale
19-21

Section A (mm. 22-64)
Theme:
A
Key/Mode: C minor (F lydian dominant)
Measures: 22-46
Theme:
Measures:

Transition
47-64

Section B (mm. 65-100)
Theme:
B
Key:
E minor
Measures: 65-76
Theme:
Key:
Measures:

C
C major
77-90

Bridge
C major
91-100

Section A’ (mm. 101-142)
Theme:
A’
Key/Mode: C minor (F lydian dominant)
Measures: 101-130

Transition
131-142

Section C (mm. 143-192)
Theme:
D
E
Transition
Key/Mode: E minor
A minor (C lydian)
Measures: 143-154
155-174
175-182
Theme:
Key:
Measures:

!

Bridge
C major
183-192
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Section A’ (mm. 193-210)
Theme:
A’
Key/Mode: C minor (F lydian dominant)
Measures: 193-210
Movement II – Concerto for Vibraphone – Form: ABA
Introduction (mm. 1-24)
Theme:
Piano Introduction
Key/Mode: E minor (A dorian)
Measures: 1-18
Introduction (Vibraphone)
Theme:
Intro.
Key:
A minor
Measures: 19-24
Section A (mm. 25-59)
Theme:
A
Key/Mode: C major (F lydian)
Measures: 25-38
Tag
Key:
Measures:

B
C minor
39-47

C
C minor
48-55

A minor
56-59

Section B (mm. 60-68)
Cadenza
Key:
A minor
Measures: 60-68
Section A (mm. 69-118)
Theme:
Piano Intro (Recap.)
Key/Mode: E minor (A dorian)
Measures: 69-77
Theme:
Key:
Measures:

B’
C minor
98-106

Intro. (Vibraphone) A’
A minor
C major (F lydian)
78-89
90-97

C’
C minor
107-114

Tag (accompaniment only)
Key:
C minor
Measures: 115-118
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Movement III – Concerto for Vibraphone – Form ABCBA
Introduction (mm. 1-8)
Theme:
Introduction
Key/Mode: C major (F lydian)
Measures: 1-8
Section A (mm. 9-38)
Theme:
A
Key/Mode: C major (F lydian)
Measures: 9-24

B
F major
25-38

Section B (mm. 39-96)
Theme:
C
Key/Mode: C major (F lydian)
Measures: 39-62

D
C minor (F lydian dominant)
63-78

Theme:
Key Mode:
Measures:

B’
C major (F lydian dominant)
79-96

Section C (mm. 97-194)
Theme:
Written Improvisation
Key/Mode: F minor
Measures: 97-144

Interlude (piano)
C minor (F lydian dominant)
145-187

Cadenzas
Tempo:
Key:

Vivo
F minor

Lento
E minor

Tempo:

Presto

Vigoroso

Section B (195-214)
Theme:
C’
Key/Mode: G minor (C lydian dominant)
Measures: 195-214
Section A (mm. 215-267)
Theme:
A’
Key/Mode: G minor (C lydian dominant)
Measures: 215-230
Theme:
Key/Mode:
Measures:

!

Transition (Coda)
247-258

B’
F major
231-246

Closing
C major (F lydian)
259-267
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Brazilian Landscape
Formal Structure and Key/Scale Elements – Form ABAC
Introduction (mm. 1-22)
Theme:
Introduction
Key:
C major
Measures:
1-22
Section A (mm. 23-59)
Theme:
A
Key:
C major
Measures:
23-30

B
A minor
31-41

Theme:
Key:
Measures:

D
A minor
50-59

C
C major
42-49

Section B (mm. 60-87)
Theme:
Written “Improvisation”
Key:
A minor
Measures:
60-77
Section A (mm. 88-111)
Theme:
Recap (Intro)
Key:
C major
Measures:
88-92

Bridge
A minor
78-87

A’
C major
93-100

B’
A minor
101-111

Section C (mm. 112-121)
Theme:
Transition
Measures:
112-121
Coda (mm. 122-128)
Theme:
Coda (Intro)
Key:
C major
Measures:
122-128
*The keys/modes listed are, to a great extent, general indications and utilize a
very free system of scale and key orientation.
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APPENDIX B
Vibraphone Pedaling Considerations
For ease of performance when pedaling, place the pedal at a height no
higher than a height that allows the damper pad to clear the bars. Too much
space between the damper pad and the vibraphone bars causes increased foot
movement that is unnecessary. Too little space and the pad will muffle notes at
unwanted times.
Foot placement on the pedal is an important factor. Placing the foot too
far onto the pedal moves the playing position close to the instrument. The
tendency then is to move the non-pedaling foot backwards, which creates issues
with balance and endurance. Another negative effect of standing too close is a
need to hold the elbows backwards. This stance creates tension in the shoulders
and should be avoided.
Do not depress the pedal so far that it touches the floor. With the heel and
ball of the foot flat on the floor, allow the front portion of the shoe to press the
pedal. The pedal should keep the toes up off the floor. At the same time, the
pedal itself will sit slightly above the floor. Excessive movement and the clicking
sound caused when the pedal touches the floor have now both been avoided.
Watch videos of vibraphonist Joe Locke. He wears very long-toed shoes. I
believe it’s more than simply a fashion statement. He is avoiding all of the pitfalls
mentioned above while creating his own level of comfort in playing.
Anders Astrand is quoted as stating he “likened the pedal to the
accelerator on a car. He uses only his big toe, but occasionally slides to the ball
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of his foot when pedaling.”66 He additionally compares the feeling of vibraphone
pedaling to skiing. Applying light pressure to the pedal helps the performer to
balance evenly. Astrand keeps his pedal adjusted relatively high. This method
keeps the pedal from touching the floor when the foot is depressed. The pedal
should be set just below the point where the damper bar is touching the bars.67
APPENDIX C
Key to Mallet Order/Grips

There are many options for grips. Some use the Traditional grip, while
others choose the Burton grip. The Musser/Stevens grips are also functional. Dr.
Rosauro promotes what he has labeled the Extended Cross Grip.68 A few of the
benefits of this grip are the ability to perform Musser rolls with a cross grip.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
66!Callum Moncrieff, “Churchill Fellowship Report on the Study of the
!
Vibraphone,” Percussive Notes 51, no. 4 (July 2013): 49-50, accessed September 8,
2014, http://publications.pas.org/archive/July2013/1307.48-53.pdf.
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Ibid

68

Ney Rosauro, “Ney Rosauro: Extended Cross Grip Lesson Series,” Vic Firth,
accessed October 16, 2013, http://www.vicfirth.com/education/keyboard/rosauro.php.
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There is also no mallet clicking because the mallets do not touch. This grip
creates a middle ground between the traditionally accepted grips.
!
!
!
!
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